WebTitan
Comprehensive content control and malware protection for your business

What is WebTitan?

WebTitan is a web filtering solution which allows you to monitor, control and protect your business and users from
online threats. Highly scalable, functionality rich, easy to deploy and manage, it is designed to provide the best
possible protection for your organisation when online.
Content control and malware protection for your business. The internet is a critical business tool. Unfortunately,
malicious websites, phishing, spyware, and viruses present real threats to the business that just can’t be ignored.
There is an absolute need for companies to scan and filter internet traffic in order to protect their employees, business
and data or cut down on bandwidth costs.
WebTitan protects organisations from threats by managing the organisations internet traffic. It can regulate the
content employees can access, protect the network from malware and malicious attacks and control bandwidth usage.

Why use WebTitan?

WebTitan is designed to fit easily and seamlessly into your existing network infrastructure.
The solution allows the administrator to simply create granular internet usage policies and apply these to your users
and groups in line with your organisations Internet Usage Policy.
WebTitan contains a comprehensive built-in reporting suite. With over 50 pre-defined reporting options plus a
customisable report builder, WebTitan allows you create, view and automate reports on every element of the use of
the internet in your organisation.

Who uses WebTitan?

»» Businesses who want to protect their users and their network from dangerous or inappropriate websites.
»» Educational institutions who want to stop students and staff from accessing websites containing unsuitable
content.
»» Government departments that want to protect their users and network or cut down on bandwidth costs.
WebTitan is a comprehensive web filtering appliance that is designed to fit easily into your existing network
infrastructure.
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Product features
Deployment
WebTitan can be deployed as a gateway solution or
hosted in the cloud. The gateway solution is run on
your own hardware or in a virtual environment, offering
more granularity and control. The cloud based solution
is simple to set up and allows you to mitigate risk when
browsing online in four simple steps.
Antivirus protection
WebTitan includes the award winning Clam antivirus
engine, which is auto updating guaranteeing minimal
management and utmost protection.
URL filtering
WebTitan filters website URLs into 53 predefined
categories such as social media, news, pornography,
gambling etc. The system contains over 500 million
website addresses in 200 languages, each sorted into
the predefined categories. Users are guaranteed highly
accurate and flexible filtering based on the website’s
content.

This functionality allows the administrator to apply more /
less stringent policies depending on the group of users.
Malware & phishing protection
Protect your network from malware and phishing attacks
with WebTitan’s categories of malware protection.
WebTitan will block access to compromised websites,
malicious websites, spam based websites and spyware.
Reporting
Customers have access to a full suite of predefined
reports on user or group activity. Real time browsing
activity can also be viewed.
Web based User Interface
WebTitan can be securely accessed online which allows
the administrator to easily access and manage their
policies and generate reports.

Flexible policy creation
Using WebTitan you can easily create and manage
multiple browsing policies to protect your users. The
solution allows you to divide users into groups and dictate
which browsing policy applies to each group of users.

About TitanHQ
TitanHQ is a software development company that develops security software for business.
Our gateway and cloud based products offer protection for business against the modern threats that businesses
face from email and Internet usage. Our goal is to simplify the intricate world of internet security for our customers.
This goal has driven our business since our start in 1999 and today we have over 5000 customers in more than 120
countries supported by a committed team of professionals who are focused on delivering the best products and
services for companies who require solid security products for their business.
TitanHQ is a privately owned enterprise with operations in Ireland and the United States.
Contact details
If you are interested in learning more about WebTitan please reach out to us on by phone or email and one of our
experienced sales engineers will take the time to answer any questions you may have.
Phone (US) +1 813 304 2544 (EU) +44 2038085467 (UK) +44 2038085467 (IE) + 353 91 545 500
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